The malignant transformation event as a clonal transformation of apoptosis to anti-apoptosis pathways and of cell cycle dynamics.
Anti-apoptosis, as a more vital aspect of a whole series of progressive steps in carcinogenesis, would appear primarily a phenomenon of variable nonresponsiveness. Programmed cell death, in addition, would appear to affect the individual cell as attributes also of an integral field phenomenon constituted by clones of tumor cells that grow, proliferate and spread. Various modes of development of anti-apoptosis subsequently involving the development of genetic abnormalities would possibly account for transformation as a neoplastic phenomenon. It is in terms of such pathways as telomeric length preservation, of anti-apoptosis as failed activation of apoptosis, and of failed DNA binding events that clonally selected tumor cells would tend to inherently progress to higher grade and stage and to spread systemically. Moreover, clonal and field events would possibly influence in their turn individual cell cyclical activity and programmed cell pathways in neoplastic transformation. Anti-apoptosis would constitute, in fact, a predicted system of pathways that switch from apoptosis as an essential pathway in malignant transformation. Angiogenesis, as a full series of cascade events of a paracrine/autocrine nature, would also participate with anti-apoptosis in a tumor cell cycle transformation that is self-amplifying. Given different modes of how apoptosis would convert to anti-apoptosis in tumorigenesis, perhaps abnormal cell cycle dynamics might also contribute to the evolving nature of such neoplastic transformation.